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The fully differential cross section for the positron- and electron-impact ionization ofH2 is calculated.
For positron impact the results are contrasted against a recent experiment which evidently show
influence of the electron capture to a low-lying positronium continuum state. From a detailed ana
it is deduced that the capture probability is dependent on the orientation of the electron-positron re
momentum vector with respect to the residual ion. Within the used model, this asymmetric positro
formation is traced back to the distortion of the positron motion by the two-center potential forme
the residual ion and the secondary electron. [S0031-9007(98)06857-4]
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A detailed understanding of correlated many-body sc
tering states is of fundamental importance for diver
fields of physics such as discharge and plasma physics
sion physics, and physics of the upper atmosphere. S
continuum states are usually achieved as the final o
come of charged particle- and photon-impact ionizatio
Recent technological advances in multiple detection te
niques have rendered possible an unprecedented ins
into the properties of these states: the energy and mom
tum transfer to the many-body continuum can be prob
independently by virtue of equivelocity heavy- and ligh
particle impact; for a fixed amount of energy and m
mentum transferred to the final state, the open react
channels as well as the total potential surface can be v
ied using particle and antiparticle projectiles.

A unified description of all of these facets is a majo
challenge for current theoretical investigations.

The present study is motivated by a recent kinematica
complete experiment [1] in which aH2 molecule is ionized
upon positron impact. The resulting final continuum stat
which consist of a positron and an electron moving in t
field of H1

2 [hereafter referred to asse2e1H1
2 d] have been

simultaneously resolved in angle and energy.
Contrasting this final channel with that achieved

electron-impact ionization [two electrons in the doub
continuum of a residual ion, labeled hereafter b
se2e2H1

2 d], two distinctive differences can be noted.
(i) Evidently the total potential surface is markedl

different in both cases [2] which results in complete
different dynamics. This is particularly reflected b
the decisively different threshold laws for total breaku
(cf. [3–5] and references therein).

(ii) The indistinguishability of the two electrons intro
duces exchange effects in the case ofse2e2H1

2 d, i.e., the
cross sections are statistical mixtures of triplet and sing
scattering cross sections. While this effect is absent in
case ofse2e1H1

2 d, an additional channel opens, namel
that of positronium formation.

In the experiment of Kövér and Laricchia [1], captur
of the ejected electron to low-lying positronium contin
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uum states can be identified. This channel shows
as a rapid increase in the cross section when the e
tron approaches the positron in velocity space. The fun
tional dependence of this enhancement is dictated by
electron-positron Coulomb density of states (CDS) (s
below). Previous experimental and most of the theore
cal work on positron-atom ionizing collisions concen
trated on the analysis of the secondary electron spe
while the scattered positron is being undetected [6–1
No unambiguous evidence as to the existence of the e
tron capture to the positron continuum has been foun
On the other hand, the phenomenon of electron capt
to the projectile’s continuum (ECC) is well establishe
in heavy ion-atom ionizing collisions both experimental
and theoretically [17–28]. From these studies it has be
concluded that a theoretical description of the energy a
angular distributions of the secondary electrons must
count for the interaction of these electrons both with t
residual ion and the projectile [29]. For light-particle im
pact, such as positron, the theoretical description is ev
more challenging, for in this case the projectile is d
flected through very large angles [11,15]. In contrast,
the case of heavy-particle impact the projectile is sc
tered around the forward direction. Therefore, for the d
scription of these2e6H1

2 d final states, at least, a genuin
three-body model is required. In this work we model th
final state by a wave function originally derived for ion
atom collisions [16] and recently applied for electron an
positron ionizing scattering [14] (atomic units, a.u., a
used throughout; corrections due to finite electron mass
compared to that of the proton are neglected):

Csra, rbd ø s2pd23NaNbNabeipa?ra eipb?rb

3 1F1fiaa, 1, 2ispara 1 pa ? radg

3 1F1fiab , 1, 2ispbrb 1 pb ? rbdg

3 1F1fiaab , 1, 2ispabrab 1 pab ? rabdg ,
(1)

where rayb are, respectively, the coordinates of th
positron and the electron with respect to the residual io
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1393
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rab  ra 2 rb , andpab is its conjugate momentum. The
vector momenta of the emerging positron and electr
are, respectively, labeledpa and pb, and 1F1fa, b, cg is
the confluent hypergeometric function. The normalizatio
factorsNj are given by

Nj  exps2pajy2dGs1 2 iajd, j  a, b, ab ,
(2)

with the Sommerfeld parameters beingaa  ZpZtypa,
ab  2Ztypb , and aab  2Zpys2pabd, where Zp and
Zt are the projectile and the final-state ion charge, r
spectively. The cross section, differential in the energ
Ea, Eb and the solid anglesVa, Vb of the escaping par-
ticles, is then given by

ssVa, Vb , Ebd  CjkCsra, rbd jV jwp0 sradFsrbdlj2, (3)

where C  s2pd4papbyp0 and wp0 is a plane wave
describing the projectile incident with momentump0.
The H2 target, as described byFsrbd, is assumed to
be composed of two noninteracting hydrogen atom
Furthermore, the relaxation time of the final-state io
H1

2 is supposed to be much longer than the interacti
time so that a frozen-core approximation can be applie
In Eq. (3) the perturbation operatorV is the scattering
potential of the incoming particle from the active electro
and the residual ion.

The first Born approximation (FBA) is obtained from
this scheme in the limitaa ; 0 ; aab. It is well known
that the FBA yields cross sections that depend on
velocity of the impinging projectile and the square o
its charge. Therefore, the FBA does not distingui
between particle and antiparticle impact at the sam
impact velocity.

In contrast, the full calculations (Fig. 1) reveal a drast
difference between reactions leading tose2e2H1

2 d or
se2e1H1

2 d continuum, in particular, in the region wher
the escaping particles emerge with equal velocities. T
difference is readily understood from the CDS of th
electron-electron and electron-positron subsystems tha
described byjNabj2  2paabfexps2paabd 2 1g21. In
the limit of pab ! 0, jNabj2 attains the behavior

lim
pab!0

jNabj2 ! 22paab ! ` ,

for Zp . 0 se1 impactd , (4)

lim
pab!0

jNabj2 ! 2paab exps22paabd ! 0 ,

for Zp , 0 se2 impactd . (5)

From Eq. (4) it is clear thatssVa, Vb , Ebd possesses a
first order pole atpab  0 in the case ofe1 impact
that signifies the ECC channel. Because of the localiz
nature of this pole it is very important to account fo
the experimental resolution in order to compare with t
experimental finding [30]. In fact, as shown in the ins
(Fig. 1), the convolution with the experimental resolutio
as given by Ref. [1], leaves only a small peak in th
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FIG. 1. The positron (thick curve) and electron (light curve
impact ionization cross sections ofH2 as a function of
the secondary-electron energy. The solid squares are
experimental data of Ref. [1]. The incident energy is 100 e
The absolute value of the experimental cross section
unknown. Both emerging particles are detected in the forwa
direction. The inset shows the positron calculations convolut
with the experimental resolution, as given by [1]. The positio
of the ECC peak is indicated.

cross section atpab  0. This is quite different from
ion-atom collision where, due to the basically undeflect
projectile, the ECC peak is much more pronounced ev
after convolution and with the scattered projectile bein
undetected (see, e.g., [27]).

For the following analysis it is important to note
however, that the general slope ofs around the ECC
position is not much affected by the convolution, as ca
be observed in Fig. 1. Unfortunately, for these2e2H1

2 d
system there is no available experimental data in t
present scattering geometry.

The obvious difference betweene2 and e1 impact,
as seen in Fig. 1, is simply a reflection of the marked
different analytical behavior of (4) and (5). This effec
also shows up in heavy-particle and antiparticle impa
[31]. In our case, however, exchange introduces additio
phenomena which can be unraveled by analyzing t
quantity

snsVa, Vb , Ebd 
ssVa, Vb , Ebd

jNabj2
. (6)

For the case of Fig. 1 we depict in Fig. 2 the normalize
cross sectionsn. As is more clear from Fig. 2, due
to exchange in the case ofe2 impact, sn (and s) is
symmetric with respect to the ECC position. Thus, fore2

impact exchange imposes a continuoussn at pab  0.
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FIG. 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but the normalized cros
sectionsn, as defined by (6), is considered. The cross section
sn for e2 impact with (light solid curve) and without (dashed
curve) exchange are depicted along withsn for e1 impact
(solid thick curve). The cross sections (3) (not sn) as
predicted by the FBA is also shown (dotted curve, same resu
for e2 ande1 impact).

Neglecting exchange reveals remarkable similaritie
betweene1 ande2 impact except for the region of very
slow positrons in which case the repulsion betweenH1

2
and the positron leads to a vanishing cross section [this
described by a positron-ion CDS,jNaj2, that behaves simi-
lar to Eq. (5) for slowe1]. It is worthwhile to note that
the slope ofsn for e1 ande2 (without exchange) is given
by s (not sn) as calculated within the FBA. In fact, even
a plane-wave impulse approximation (PWIA) yields the
same slope behavior ofs as within the FBA. The cross
sectionsPWIA within the PWIA can be evaluated from the
above model by settingaa ; 0 ; ab , aab ; 0. The re-
sult is sPWIA  Cys2p4q4d jF̃spiondj2, whereF̃spiond is
the Fourier transform ofF, pion is the recoil momentum of
the ion, andq is the momentum transfer. Thus the slope
of the s as depicted in Fig. 1 are determined by the
Compton profile of the initially bound state and the
projectile-electron interaction potential in momentum
space. Superimposed on that is thenjNabj2 and exchange
requirements in the case of electron impact.

A much more delicate feature of thesn is the discon-
tinuity at pab ! 0, i.e., the capture probability is depen-
dent on whetherpa ! pb 1 e or pa ! pb 2 e, where
e ø 1. This behavior has also been encountered in ion
atom ionizing collisions (both experimentally and theo
retically) [16,23,28,29,32–35] and has been dubbedcusp
asymmetry. To my knowledge there is as yet no clea
physical explanation of the origin of this asymmetry and
s
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as will be shown below, this study sheds new light on th
question but certainly does not resolve it.

Here we define the cusp asymmetry as

D  lim
sEy22Eb d!01

sn 2 lim
sEy22Ebd!02

sn,

where E is the total excess energy. In the case ofe2

impact the cusp asymmetryD is disguised by exchange
(Fig. 2); its sign is the same as that observed ine1

impact. This rules out an explanation of this asymmet
in terms of screening. Further calculations (not illustrate
here for space limitations) showed the following: (a) Th
asymmetry diminishes at higher energies (.1 keV) and
increases when the impact energy is lowered, and (b)
sign of the asymmetry is not dependent on the emiss
angles of the final-state products; i.e., if the ejecte
electron and the scattered projectile are detected both
the backward direction we end up with a behavior simil
to that depicted in Fig. 2.

As mentioned above, the experimental data of Fig.
follow the slope of the calculated cross section and hen
hint at the existence ofD. Further ongoing experimenta
efforts should provide more insight into the exact valu
of D.

As realized in the early studies on ion-atom collisio
[32,33], a description ofD requires a higher order
treatment. This is obvious from Fig. 2. The FBA yield
no asymmetry. In addition, if we neglect final-stat

FIG. 3. The e1-impact case for the same geometry as
Fig. 1 is studied. Neglect of the positron-residual ion final-sta
interaction [aa ; 0 in Eq. (1)] yields the dotted curve, wherea
if we disregard the interaction between the emerginge2 and
e1 [aab ; 0 in Eq. (1)] we end up with the solid light curve.
The final-state interaction of the secondary electron with the i
has basically no influence on the cusp asymmetry [ab ; 0 in
Eq. (1) leads to the thick solid curve].
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interactions between the escaping particles (i.e., with
an independent particle model)s would be proportional
to the FBA cross section [15] and we end up thu
with vanishingD. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3, the
final-state interaction of the ejected electron with th
residual ion produces no contribution toD [i.e., D is
invariant upon the substitutionab ; 0 in Eq. (1)]. In
contrast, only the simultaneous final-state interaction o
the positron with the emitted electron and the residu
ion leads to an asymmetric ECC cusp. Neglecting on
of these interactions results in a breakdown ofD. In
other words, within the present model, this asymmetr
formation of positronium continuum states can be viewe
as the result of the positron propagating in a two-cent
potential formed by the interaction with the continuum
electron and the residual ion.

I am grateful to G. Laricchia for providing her experi-
mental data and, together with J. S. Briggs and J. Mace
for stimulating discussions.
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